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Kasimir Bileski,
1908–2005

Perhaps the most notable
stamp dealer in all of Canada,
Kasimir Bileski, passed away
January 19th.

His first advertisement to sell
stamps was in 1920 and he carried
on his business until his 94th year.

In 1937 he settled in Winnipeg,
where he built a house and small
office and set up his mail order
stamp business. Kasimir attended
many auctions, such as the
President Franklin Roosevelt
stamp collection, the King Farouk
of Egypt collection, the American
Bank Note Archive and many,
many others.

In 1959 he was instrumental in
promoting the discovery of the
Seaway Invert, one of the most
spectacular Canadian stamp errors.
He appeared on the television
show Front Page Challenge, and
stumped the panel with the news
of this error. 

Canada Post Honours NHL

Despite the NHL lockout that
is underway, Canada Post released
six new NHL All-Star stamps on
January 29th. In past years, these
stamps, along with the living ex-
players, were introduced during a
hockey game.

This year’s stamps honour
Henri Richard, Grant Fuhr, Allan
Stanley, Pierre Pilote, Bryan
Trottier, and John Bucyk. 

Write Me...Ring Me

We’ve received confirmation
that Scott will maintain the major
numbers assigned to these stamps.

New Issues Announced

Canada Post has announced
several new issues, and provided
some issue dates for other issues:

Additions

Mar 18 – TD Bank, 1854-2004
Jun 21 – Ellen Fairclough, 1905-2004
Aug 15 – Oscar Petersen, 1925- 
Sep 2 – Polio Vaccination, 1955-2005
Nov 2 – Christmas, Snowman

Issue date changes

Apr 12 – Maclean's Magazine, 1905-05
May 18 – Saskatchewan, 1905-2005
May 23 – Alberta, 1905-2005
Jun 13 – Search & Rescue

Other changes or additions
may occur. 

March Auction

Our spring ‘large’ stamp
auction is being held Saturday,
March 19, 2005 in our regular
meeting room. 
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Shaded: WPS meeting
Lined: Wpg Jr Stamp Club
Dotted: CP stamp issue

COMING EVENTS

Doors open at 6:00PM. Business meeting at 7:45PM
1st and 3rd Thursdays (except July and August)

Visitors always welcome
Main floor, Deaf Centre Manitoba

285 Pembina Highway (at corner of Nassau St.)

2005
Feb 3 Business meeting;

Auction

Feb 17 Business meeting;
Presentation:
Early San Marino by
Brian Noga

Mar 3 Business meeting;
Auction

Mar 17 Business meeting;
Presentation:
China by Dr. Dick
Lim

The first meeting of each month is “reserved” for auctions.
The second meeting of each month has formal program.

Apr 13–16/05: Winnipeg Art Gallery Sale
Apr 29–May 1/05: WPS StampShow ‘05 at Union Centre

Buffalo Advertising Rates
1/10 page
(approximately 2 1/4" x 2 3/4")
at $30 per year (10 issues)

Member’s Adlet
(up to 30 words)
1 issue ($1); 5 issues ($2); 10 issues ($3)
Members entitled to 2 free ads per year!

Terms of Payment
Payable to Winnipeg Philatelic Society in one sum at time of agreement.
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Sc 1904a
The Forks

Sc 1426
Winnipeg Skyline

Sc 1941
Univ of Manitoba

Sc 633
Portage and Main

Club News

™ Meeting of January 6/05

Bob Stanley called the meeting to order at 7.58.

Bob Stanley announced that we have two new members
tonight, Marjorie Hughes and Jeannette Roytenberg.

Michael Zacharias announced that the charity auction
proceeds of $575.00 was given to three organizations,
$100.00 to Mission House, $175.00 to Winnipeg Harvest, and
$300.00 to Osborne House. 

Robert Zacharias announced that the date of our next big
weekend auction is March 19, 2005. Members will be limited
to 15 lots each with minimum bids of $2.00.  Please submit
them to Robert by the 2nd meeting of Feb., the 17th. 

Bob Stanley announced that there will be a joint executive,
show committee meeting next Thurs., Jan. 13, at the home of
the Zacharias’, at 7:00 PM

Sid Kroker: The Red River Bourse will take place on Sunday,
Jan. 9, 2005 at the Charter House Hotel, 9-4 PM.

Dick Johnson, president of the Winnipeg Art Gallery Stamp
Sale, asked for stamps.  The regular sources of stamps have
dried up. Needed especially are modern Canadian
commemorative, and all donations are gratefully accepted
and welcome.

Meeting adjourned:  8:00 PM.

Draw: George Green, Michael Zacharias, Norm Gordon,
George Elias.

Auction followed.

Letter to Editor

Are you and I and the other readers of this publication,
not to mention  all others who enjoy our hobby, destined to
be the world’s last stamp collectors? I am not referring to
meters, or pre-stamped envelopes, or souvenirs under the
guise of postage stamps, but to postage stamps whose
purpose is to pay for mail carried from one place to another.

Britain’s Royal Mail proposes as of April 1 to charge
customers who use a meter/franking machine or Printed
Postage Impressions (PPI) less than those who use postage
stamps for their letters and parcels.

Sic transit gloria philateli!

Phil Franks

™ Meeting of January 20/05

Bob Stanley called the meeting to order at 7:56 PM.

Bob announced that there was a new member, Pat
D’Avignon.

Robert Zacharias announced that were some new additions
to the library:

Specialized catalogue of Germany, Postal history of the
People’s Republic of China, APS indexes for 1977-2000,
and Unitrade 2005.

Michael Zacharias announced that the proceeds of last
meeting’s auction was more than $400.00, and 30 people
stayed to the end.

Bob S. asked the membership if they knew of any member
who was not coming to meetings because of a problem with
travel, or for any other reason, and if they thought they
would come if they had a ride, to please let Michael Z. know,
so that maybe we could get a volunteer to pick this member
up.

For the next meeting we would like to have another
clothesline display. There will be a prize for the best one.
Bring one philatelic item that you would like everyone to
see.

There is an article about Robin Harris in the most recent
Canadian Stamp News, with a picture too, about his taking
over the editorship of Unitrade beginning this year.

Tonight’s presentation is by Dick Johnson on Revenues.
[Ed note: not one person left after the business portion — everyone stayed!]
Meeting adjourned: 8:13 PM.

Draw: Ken Swan, Robert Zacharias, Gord Turnbull, Dick
Johnson.

Answer to Quiz
Quiz published in the last
Buffalo

All four stamps
share something in
common? — all four
feature a location in
Winnipeg.

 Everybody figured
this out, didn’t they? 
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Dot below O of Postage
(on left stamp)

Pane ‘C’, position 1

Mole on Chin
(on left stamp)

Pane ‘A’, position 23

Dot between 12d stamps

Pane ‘B’, position 1

Dot in T of Postage
(on right stamp)

Pane ‘A’, position 1

12¢ CAPEX Constant Plate Varieties

Here are four constant plate varieties found on the 12¢ value of the CAPEX ‘78
issue (Sc# 753). Only one of these is listed in the Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of
Canadian Stamps.

The stamp features a pair of the 12d Queen Victoria issue of 1851 (Sc #3).

Spot the Variety (Answers) — 20
Answers to the Spot the Variety presented in the last issue of The Buffalo
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25¢ Leatherworking: Inverted Barcode on imperforate top selvedge – WITH guide dots at top edge of
selvedge.

Low-Value Traditional Trades Definitives
by: Robin Harris

The low-value Traditional Trades definitive series, first introduced April 29, 1999, is shaping up to be an
interesting series. The initial release of 8 values was most unassuming. The black background of each design made
the stamps look rather dull.

The original set of 8 low-value water-activated stamps were printed by Ashton Potter (AP) in panes of 100. In
late 2000, the Canadian Bank Note (CBN) received the contract to print these stamps. There is no discernable
difference between an AP and a CBN stamp. The only difference is in the plate inscription, found in each of the four
corners of the pane of 100. Five of the original 9 values have since been reprinted by CBN.

Starting in November
2001, CBN began including a
UPC barcode in either the top
or the bottom selvedge of the
pane. To date, the 1¢, 2¢, 5¢,
10¢, and 25¢ values have been
reported with this variety (the
other 3 values are no longer
being printed). Although the
stamps are still identical to the
previous two printings, the full
pane is now imperforate in
both the top and bottom
selvedge. Thus, a corner plate
inscription block of 4 from the
CBN barcode printing is
different from the original CBN
printing. Of course, if you have
a single stamp that has either a top or bottom piece of selvedge that is torn on the left and right side, the stamp
must come from the CBN barcode printing.

The 25¢ Leatherworking stamp has provided the most varieties — there have been FOUR distinct printings. The
original UPC barcode version (“inverted” barcode) includes perforation and trimming guidelines in the same
selvedge as the UPC barcode.
In addition, the trimming
guideline comes in two
different lengths.

By the way, the size of the
UPC barcode varies between
different denominations! 

Low-value Traditional Trades

Panes of 100
(paper and perf gauge are
the same on all printings)

Ashton Potter Canadian Bank Note

Barcode in upper or lower imperforate selvedge¹

1¢ Bookbinding Apr 29/99 Dec 2000 Nov 15/01 0 63491 02048 3

2¢ Decorative Ironwork Apr 29/99 Dec 2001 Dec 13/02 0 63491 02482 5

3¢ Glass-blowing Apr 29/99 – –

4¢ Oyster Farming Apr 29/99 – –

5¢ Weaving Apr 29/99 Feb 2001 Nov 15/01 0 63491 02049 0

9¢ Quilting Apr 29/99 – –

10¢ Artistic woodworking Apr 29/99 Mar 2001 Nov 15/01 0 63491 02050 6

25¢ Leatherworking Apr 29/99 Nov 2001 Dec 15/01†
Dec /04‡

0 63491 02097 1

¹ typically collected in strips of 20 † UPC barcode is inverted          
‡ UPC barcode is “upright”         
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Simplifying The Machins — Part 3
by: Robin Harris
[Part 1 appeared in the December 2004 Buffalo, Part 2 in the January 2005 Buffalo]

To date we have identified 11 different methods of sorting your Great Britain Machin
stamps. The following two methods are a bit more difficult to pick up, particularly the
“paper”. In both instances, an ultraviolet light will be required.

The first 7 sorting methods that we presented in the first installment, produce some
420 different Machins. After using the 13 sorting methods presented so far (numbers 12
and 13 are presented below), you will need to find only 758 different Machins!
 

˜ Sort Criteria #12: Phosphor bands

Phosphor bands are applied to the stamp in an effort to trigger cancellation and sorting equipment. Various
styles of tagging have been used throughout the Machin period. The treatment of mail depends on the number of
bars on the stamps.

After trials in 1959, the standard widths of phosphor bands were set at 4mm on stamps to
prepay the second-class rate while 8mm bands were printed down the vertical perforations giving
two 4mm bars, one each at the left and right sides of the stamp, for the first-class rate. In 1967 the
width of the bands producing two-bar stamps was increased from 8mm to 9.5mm. This standard
was reversed in 1977, when 8mm again became the norm for these printings.

A single-band may appear at the left, centre or right side of the stamp. In fact, some values exist
with all three varieties.

Variations of the above exist, including some Walsall booklet
panes which had 8mm bands made up of two 3.5mm bands with a
1mm gap between. These are referred to as ‘split’ bands.

Many specialty-type phosphor varieties exist due to booklets.
Machin stamps that come from booklets containing several different
denominations produce these many phosphor band varieties. In
order that the phosphor band(s) on one stamp did not encroach onto
an adjacent stamp that required a different number of bands, short, inset or notched bands appeared.

Consider the 3 booklets
illustrated at right that each
contain a 19p flame Machin.
These three booklets produce five
different stamps, based on the
placement of the phosphor bands
[actually, there are seven
different stamps, when the
cutting of the stamps are taken
into consideration].

Pane DP116
â 2-band, inset on both sides
ã 2-band, inset on right and

notched at UL of left band
Pane images from The Complete Deegam Machin Handbook
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Pane DP116M
The two stamps on this pane have the same type of inset and notching found on the DP116 pane, but due to
“cutting”, the stamps on these two panes can be differentiated from each other.

Pane DP117
ä 2-band, inset right (two stamps)
å 2-band, left band short at top
æ 2-band, notch at UR on right band

Over the years various experimentation has been done with the inks used to print the phosphor bands. As a
result, different colours of phosphor bands have appeared. These include yellow, blue and violet shades, all of which
are identifiable when exposed to ultraviolet light.

˜ Sort Criteria #13: Paper

Various types of paper with different attributes have been used for the Machin stamps. This is perhaps the
hardest feature to learn on the Machins — personally, I still am not able to differentiate some of these! This list is
presented in alphabetical order:

™ ACP: 'A' (or Advanced) Coated Paper. Under short wave ultraviolet light it is very white in appearance and
gives a strong afterglow.

™ Contractor’s paper: A paper supplied by Bradbury Wilkinson for some recess (intaglio) printed high values
in 1973. It was more heavily coated than that previously supplied by the Post Office (POP paper).

™ FCP: Fluorescent Coated Paper. A chalk coated paper with an added optical brightening agent. Slightly whiter
appearance than OCP.

™ OCP: Original Coated Paper. This is a chalk coated paper with little or no optical brightening agent. It is off-
white or creamy and has a dull reaction to short-wave ultraviolet light. It was gradually replaced by FCP
starting in 1971.

™ OFNP, OFPP: OBA-Free Non-Phosphorised Paper, and OBA-Free Phosphorised Paper respectively. A paper
with no Optical Brightening Agents. From April 1993, there was a general introduction of OBA-free paper.

™ OFPP: OBA-Free Phosphorised Paper. A phosphorised paper with no Optical Brightening Agents.

™ POP: Post Office Paper. A term given to various chalk coated papers supplied by the Post Office for printing
some early Machins by the recess process. It was replaced in 1973 by paper supplied by Bradbury Wilkinson
(sometimes referred to as “Contractors paper”).

™ PCP: Phosphor Coated Paper. This is a chalk coated paper incorporating a phosphor activator during
manufacture. It has a dull appearance, giving a weak afterglow under short-wave ultraviolet light. 

PCP1 has a strong afterglow and a dull matt appearance. 

PCP2 has a very shiny appearance and strong afterglow.

™ PPP: Preprinted Phosphor Paper. Ordinary FCP paper was pre-printed with allover phosphor and then used
to print stamps in the usual way. Short-lived, only used in October 1979. 
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TO ORDER CALL:

(204) 896-3800

Place mailing label in same
direction as this text!

MICHEL Catalogue Review
by: Alf Brooks

MICHEL Europe Catalogue Volume 3: North and Northwest Europe
2004/2005
MICHEL Europe Catalogue Volume 4: East Europe 2004/2005

MICHEL of Germany claims that its catalogues are “the standard
reference works in European philately.” With the recent issue of two
European volumes, revisions of volumes printed three years ago, the
company works to uphold this reputation. Both volumes have stamps
illustrated in colour for the first time, but not 100%; there are a few
illustrations that are still in black and white. The company has appealed to
collectors who have unused copies to loan them for colour illustrations.

Notable for Volume 3 is a complete listing of booklets for Great Britain
and the Channel Islands, and a revision of Belgian booklets. For Latvia the
catalogue now lists stamps issued by the Latvian Post Office without
German permission, 1939-45. Prices are generally stable when compared
to the earlier volume.

Volume 4 sees a complete revision of Russia and the Soviet Union,
with changes in the numbering system for earlier issues. Entries for the first Czech overprint issues have been
extended. Some imperforate issues of Hungary show increases in value of up to 700%.

Common to both catalogues are significant increases of joint issues. 

Canada’s First Transitional Perf Stamps
by: Robin Harris

On October 22, 2004, Canada issued a set of stamps honouring Jean-Paul Lemieux. A single 49¢ stamp and a
souvenir sheet containing three stamps (49¢, 80¢, and $1.40) were issued [by the way, the two 49¢ stamps have
different perfs]. The 80¢ value, which butts up against the 49¢ and $1.40 stamps on the souvenir sheet, contains
perfs that change along the same side of the stamp!

 


